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Abstract
Solar radio signalobserved at different observatories is mixed 
up with unwanted noise. In this paper, we have introduced 
methodology of nonlinear dynamics approachto describe the 
underlying structural properties of radio bursts received at our 
observatory in Darjeeling. Scaling characteristic related to time 
dependent small scale fluctuation is measured through structure 
function for non stationary phases in our observation intervals. A 
wavelet analysis is employed to exhibitinformation on the location 
as well as the size of characteristic features of those transient 
phenomena. All these varying approaches can help us to filter 
outsignificant signal from observed noisy data.
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I. Introduction
Extraterrestrial electromagnetic signal observed by earth based 
observatory is mainly restricted by two windows namely optical 
window (~ 1015Hz) and radio window (107-1010 Hz). In 1930, 
Karl Janskyfirst reported about the extraterrestrial radio waves, 
at a frequency of around 20 MHz [1]. Later many observatories 
throughout the world have been installed to observe signals at 
radio frequency. 
Sun,beingthe brightest source of the terrestrial radio signals,radiates 
radio signal over a wide range of frequencies.There are many 
kinds of transient phenomena occurring on various time scales 
ranged from hours to few tens of milliseconds associated with the 
evolution of dense solar plasma. Observed Solar radio emission 
have contributions from quite sun, some continuum, flares and 
instrumental noise.According to resistive magneto-hydrodynamic 
instability theory [2] solar flare bursts occur when magnetic field 
lines in flares reconnect by cutting off a portion of the flare’s 
original magnetic field line and it releases a huge amount of energy 
across the entire electromagnetic spectrum spluttering off the 
plasma cloud into space. Transient solar flaresobserved at radio 
frequencies can be one of the characteristicstructure parameters 
to understand thebasic energy release process in flares.

II. Techniques and Results

A. Solar Radio Bursts at Its Dynamic Spectrum
The chaos theory becomes key basis of understanding for irregular 
characteristics of different transient phenomena in nature. Low 
dimensional structures of the underlying coherent processes 
like coronal pulsation is awell accepted fact but for some more 
complex phenomena structural property is still unknown. Though 
parameters like low fractral dimensions, Lyapunov exponents or 
Kolmogorov entropy have been used to analyze structural attribute 
of observed signalbut they are not sufficient to parameterize high 
dimensional phenomena due to limitation of trajectories in phase 
space. 
The Sun generates three types of radio emissions; (i) constant 
background continuum related to the quiet Sunand is caused 

by the chromospheres and corona of Sun by thermal emission 
(ii) slowly varying emission (S-component) and (iii) transient 
enhanced radiation. The solar corona is highly structured and its 
dynamicpattern is produced by dense tubes of solar plasma. The 
dynamics exhibits different characteristics like rapid transitions 
instead of periodic epoch or complex irregular behavior. The 
application of chaos theory led us to better understanding of fine 
structure in solar flares. 

B. High altitude Observations
To observe solar radio bursts we have installed a fixed tuned 
antenna at high altitude (6545 ft.) of Darjeeling (27003.190’N, 
88015.487’E) [3]. It is a dual dipole array antenna fixed for 20.1 
MHz signal. Simultaneously the log-periodic dipole array (LPDA), 
a multi-elementnarrow-beam antenna installed at Kalyani, West 
Bengal, India, is also used for thereception of solar radio bursts 
[1].
For dual dipole array antenna we have employed Jove Reciever 1.1 
Kit and Radio skypipe software to observe and record radio signal. 
At a radio quiet receiving site like Darjeeling, the baseline noise 
is mainly due to emissions from relativistic electrons spiraling 
in the galactic magnetic field. However, signals originated from 
earth-based sources such as computers, arcing power lines, electric 
motors,which are generally broadband in nature may have little 
influence on background noise.
At Kalyani our LPDA is workingata suitable range of frequencies 
(50 MHz to 300 MHz) withmoderate gain and directionality [4]. 
The recieved signal is fed to Very Highfrequency (VHF) amplifier 
and stored through Digital Storage Oscilloscope (DSO) for further 
studies.

C. Typical Record

Fig. 1: A Typical Time Profile of Receipt Signal at Darjeeling 
Observatory 

Similar to many natural events our observed signal exhibits 
variation in both short and long time scale. Fig. 1 shows a 
typical time series profile of observed signal at our Darjeeling 
observatory. It features different time structures throughout the 
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whole observation period.Different statistical quantities like 
standard deviation, mean value are not time invariant for our 
observed signal profile so we can term our radio flux time profile  
as nonstationary event. There are different methods to find out 
stationarity in phases of observation. We have subdivided our 
observation time into sub intervals and Fourier transformed 
them to represent into normalized spectral distribution function. 
Thenhieararchically performed χ2 test to find distributional origin 
of sample data. It is a non parametric or qualitative test with a 
view to find wheather the samples are originating from same 
distribution or not. As it results null hypothesis, we may conclude 
our radio flux profile as non stationary event. The power spectra for 
different time intervals also show different structures, establishing 
non stationary nature of solar radio flux profile. 
Non stationarity of observed phases implied that mean of standard 
deviation depends on choice of time interval length. So it can 
be characterized by power-law scaling in time and as well as in 
frequency domain (ω).Power (P) can be expressed as 
P(ω)∞ ω-α     (1)
Where α is called spectral index. In case of non stationary events an 
inhomogeneous scaling behaviour in space-time can be expected. 
It should be basing on structure function defined as

  (2)
Where f(t) is signal observed,Δtis sampling rate and λ is the 
scaling. If we assume radio flux as a self affine process [5] then 
its inherent structure can have power law scaling and structure 
function can be expressed as

  (3)
H is scaling exponent.

III. Wavelet Analysis
Globally accepted power spectrum analysis based on Fast 
Fourier transformation projects signal to orthogonal basis for 
decomposition and reconstruction. It is useful for determining 
characteristic size of signal but to know more about location 
information buried deep in phases of local coefficients we need 
some other approaches. To address both unknown periodicity 
and non stationary structure wavelet analysis is very useful. 
The Fourier transform expresses the signal in termsof harmonic 
functions. Similarly a wavelet transform expressesthe signal in 
terms of wavelets, which by summation canreconstruct the signal. 
However, wavelets are localized in time,which allows us to study 
non-stationary signal behaviour.
Wavelet analysis is based on time limited elements, called wavelets. 
Allwavelets are derived from mother wavelet ψ(t) definedas a 
function that has zero average

     (4)
This wavelet ψ(t)decomposes received signal f(t) into basisof 
function ψa,b(t)with

   (5)
Where +ℜ∈a isdilations and ℜ∈b  is transitional factor of 
mother wavelet. 2

1−a is introduced to make the transform as norm 
preserving.All the waveletspossess finite energy such that energy 

conservation sustains. This transform is known asContinuous 
Wavelet Transform (CWT) because it results in a continuous 
2-Dfunction. Wavelet coefficients ofscales a~1 describe mainly 
the high-frequent behaviour which are the fine andlocal properties 
of signals. As scaling factor increases the wavelet coefficients 
describe the more coarse andlow-frequencybehaviour of the signal 
[6].
If we decompose a signal as continuous wavelets but on a discrete 
grid of exponential then it is called Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT). 
TheMorlet wavelet transform is the most popular waveletfor the 
analysis of non-stationary burst profile. It is defined as

 
wherek is the wave number.The Continuous Wavelet Transformation 
(CWT) of a MorletWavelet gives time-frequency analysis, which 
is a similar approachto Fourier analysis.Our received signal can 
be decompose into two bi-orthogonal basis, one is responsible for 
continuum background q(t) and other function w(t) is for small 
fluctuations.
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If we consider those functions are not independent to each other 
[5] and choose our boundary conditions for both the functions as 
shown in fig. 2 then we can calculate all the 

Fig. 2: Graphical Representation of Dependency Between Two 
Bi-Orthogonal Bases

wavelet coefficients recursively. To calculate ck we applied low 
pass filter bank where at first step we normalized q(t) with sampled 
signal f(t) and iterate through sub interval of sampled signal. The 
difference between two levels of ckresults other coefficientdlevel,k.
This eventually reconstruct signal by mixing up fluctuation over 
smooth signal.A computational effort was employed to evaluate 
those coefficients with help of MATLAB. 
Scalogram is a plot between 2jΔt-kΔtto describe scaling 
characteristics of received radio signal over different time intervals. 
A sample signal analyzed through wavelet decomposition is shown 
in Fig. 3. Different intensities of coefficients are marked as different 
colours. White background represents positive wavelet coefficients 
with very small amplitude. Positive wavelet coefficients reflect 
transient character of flux profile quite well.
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Fig. 3: DWT and CWT of a Typical Received Radio Signal Without 
Noise Reduction

IV. Discussion
Radio flux profile we have analyzed here are non stationary in 
nature. In time series we have shown some structural behaviour 
like power law scaling, which can be described in terms of 
structure function.
A suitable technique to detect and distinguish transient phenomena 
like radio bursts is Wavelet Analysis. The wavelet transform can 
identify energy in both time and frequency scales. However, its 
localization in time and frequency are bounded by the famous 
Heisenberg uncertainty principle. Here wehave presented our 
analysis based on Morlet Wavelet through a CWT, which uses 
averaging and is time intensive to calculate. Other wavelets allow 
a more local signal analysis and if implemented in a Fast Wavelet 
Transform can be used real-time.The wavelet transform can be 
implemented very efficiently byintroducing an additional function 
called the scaling function,which is dilated and translated similarly 
to DWT.

V. Conclusion
Wavelet Analysis can be used as a good tool to detect radio burst 
when received signal is mixed with some noises. Characteristics 
of positive wavelet coefficients indicateradio bursts quite 
distinguishably when signal is decomposed into two bi-orthogonal 
bases.
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